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Dear members of the Stamford people reps.  
My name is Mike g Papa from 49 bouton st East. Stamford ct. I am a member of our community 50 years 
last month. In our humble opinion ((I feel that Stamford it is performing very well regard growth like it 
always did in the past . )). However we need to manage this growth efficiently ( have TOWN HALL 
MEETINGS ) i am sure that with lot of inputs and passion for excellence we will avoid of having to suffer 
the same waste consequences over and over again like we are actually experiencing from A to Z. all over 
Stamford. I understand that It is just human inclination all around the world to just build build build and 

fail to maintain it . However we must STOP 🛑 this practice here in Stamford once and for all ! Again. .. If 
the police station was well cared for probably there was no need to demolish it and spend middle class 
dollars for a new one. It is very clear to me that we need to CHANGE this mentality of just for the money 

💰 business as usual . I know it favor some , but will put all of us out of business long term. Regard the 
proposals on the table now all have some merit unfortunately people input it is close to none . You 
suppose to be the voice of the people not the voice of some business expert . As an environmentalist I 
am for a permanent green park. However how good it is to build a green space when we do not know 
how to maintain. ? Probably we will end up building a plastic green space , as we lack Stewardship shills. 
All Stamford parks are horrible except Mill River collaborative. We do have excellent union people paid 
good wages and benefits . Unfortunately must operate without an effective management. Dear 
members of Stamford reps. You are the managers like it or not and I am sorry to mention you are failing 
miserably in this regard as part timers reps. To build more medical structures are we sure that we are 
just adding more permanent expenses since we already have a brand new STAMFORD HOSPITAL? If this 
is the case it will just cost more. . We need to look at it in a completely different point of view during the 
growth near the Long Island sound. The above is our HONEST OPINION. . Sincerely, 
 
Mike G. Papa 
49  Bouton Street East 
 


